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Year 6 Suggested kit list for PGL (Windmill Hill) Trip
13th – 16th March 2018
Last year was cold, and plenty of warm layers were needed. Some years have been so warm that sun
cream was essential! I have tried to take these extremes into account when preparing this kit list. A
suggested list is:
Clothing: ALL clothing should be named.
Take plenty of clothing. The majority of the day is spent outside, so plenty of layers to keep warm is a
good idea. Clothing should be old –prepare to get muddy if wet! A wheeled suitcase is useful as
there is a walk from the coach to the accommodation.
 Nightwear (inc. slippers/dressing gown if they usually wear them)
 Underwear, including lots of spares in case they get wet.
 Socks, including over ankle length and plenty of spares in case they get wet.
 2 or more fleeces / sweatshirts
 At least 3 T-shirts
 Long sleeved T-shirts as base layers
 3 pairs of old trousers (not jeans) for activities
 2 pairs of trainers (1 for wet activities, not crocs as the foot needs to be protected)
 Waterproof jacket
 Baseball cap / Hat
 1 set of Disco Clothes
 Gloves – to keep the hands warm but also helps to protect hands when pulling ropes.
Other Essentials
 Wash bag (soap & toothbrush etc.) Lip balm/salve if applicable.
 Two large towels (one to dry off after wet activities, one for the shower)
 Torch & batteries
 REFILLABLE plastic bottle for drinks
 Sunscreen
 Small Bag/Rucksack
 Labelled plastic bags / bin liners (for wet or dirty items)
There is a tuck/souvenir shop. We suggest children don’t bring any more than £15 for the week but
this is up to you. I am happy to look after named purses/envelopes and give them to the children at
shop time. It is handy if they bring smaller amounts rather than a bigger note. Please do not bring extra
food in their bags as it is not needed. Also no electrical items, including mobile phones, are permitted.
We will be sending out another letter when we have confirmation from PGL about activities etc. and
this will include final details, such as times of departure and collection. To ensure that we can provide
up to date information regarding return times, and send updates throughout the week, it is essential
that all parents are signed up to Parentmail as this is our only way of contacting you. Please speak to
the office staff if you need to do this.
Many thanks,
Mrs M Bowles

